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Introduction: Victory through Faith: Principles from 1 John 5:4: Divine Power System, Gate 7: Momentum Tests 1-4

(f) Gate 7: Momentum Testing:  God either permits the believer to be tested or He directly sends testing.  But either way it is an expression  of His grace since testing is designed to offer the believer the opportunity to use doctrine under pressure in order to accelerate his spiritual advance.

The timing behind God’s testing is perfect.  God never tests a positive believer beyond his capacity  but the only thing that can keep pace with God’s timing is doctrine in the soul.  Prepared with   doctrine, testing becomes an opportunity to win victories in the invisible war.  There are seven categories of momentum testing:

(1) The Old Sin Nature Test: The volition is tempted.  What you decide to do is what you want to do.  No excuse, no denial, no projection.  Recovery is possible through rebound.
(2) People Testing: Because spiritual maturity is extremely rare, we must get used to encountering opposition from people.  Life is not   fair but God is.  He has given us a system of thought which enables us to endure injustice without being enmeshed in mental attitude sins.
Unconditional love allows us to transfer the case to the Supreme Court of Heaven for prosecution and adjudication.
(3) Thought Testing: This is a challenge to the volition to accept or reject truth.  If you are self-centered you can attend Bible class and agree with all that is taught—that is, until a doctrine challenges one of your preconceived opinions, personal prejudices, or points of hypersensitivity.    A doctrinal frame of reference which increases to   include doctrinal rationales will ultimately resolve  these areas of disagreement as humility ultimately dissolves your self-centeredness.  Proverbs 23:7 tells us that as we think within our soul, so are we.  What we decide to do with the doctrine that comes into our soul for consideration  determines what we become.
(4) System Testing: Because we live in a fallen environment then it should not come as a shock that we will on occasion be treated unfairly.  This unfairness will find its source in either people or   systems.


This however is an outside adversity and does not qualify as an excuse for our being distracted from our mission, residence in the Divine Power System, or our participation in emotional and   arrogant sinning.  Instead it is should be seen as the opportunity to use doctrine and turn this apparent defeat into a victory.  God allows unfairness to occur in the decrees.  This is permitted so the positive believer might have the opportunity to accelerate his spiritual growth.  Integrity of thought maintains soul tranquility   while doctrine manages the problems in the system and unconditional love manages the people who might be involved.

